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Congenital infiltrating lipomatosis of the face (CILF) is a well-
defined but underrecognized entity. It occurs as an isolated
condition or associated with hemimegalencephaly (HME)
and neurocutaneous syndromes (particularly epidermal ne-
vus syndromes), sometimes as part of “total unilateral hyper-
trophy.”Most reports of CILF from the past 20 years attribute
the first description to Slavin et al in 19831; however, this
entity has been described for more than a century under
descriptive terms of morphological appearance. It was first
described by Beck in 1836 in a case of hemihypertrophy.2 The
second report, by Friedreich, involved only half of the face.3

Another early report was also associated with hemicorporal
hypertrophy, probably Proteus syndrome.4 Slavin et al1 in-
troduced the term congenital infiltrating lipomatosis of the
face, which is appropriate because it more specifically implies
the nature of the lesion and has facilitated its recognition.
However, “congenital hemifacial lipomatosis”would be more
accurate to denote its marked asymmetry. Mild, moderate,
and severe (sometimes massive) cases of CILF can be distin-
guished. Of the three cases reported by Slavin et al,1 twowere
severe and one was mild. The pathologic examination of the
lipomatosis of all three cases demonstrated nonencapsulated
mature lipocytes with the following criteria: (1) infiltration
of adjacent muscle and soft tissue; (2) absence of malignan-
cy; (3) absence of lipoblasts; (4) presence of fibrous ele-
ments; (5) increased vessels with unifocally, thickened
muscular walls; and (6) increase of nerve bundles with
variable size. The lesion was congenital and recurrent after
excision in all three patients. Their cases were isolated, and
no neurologic or other systemic involvement was referred.
Reports of CILF and HME without a concomitant neurocuta-
neous disorder are rare.

Infiltrative lipomatosis can occur in many areas of the
body. In the case of CILF, the source of this selective and focal
lesion in the cheek has been ascribed to the buccal fat pad,
initially described as a distinct anatomic structure of the face
by Heister in 17275 and further delineated histologically as
adipose tissue by Bichat in 1801.6 Its development was
studied by Scammon.7

Some of the early reports of CILF were made by dental
surgeons. Rushton described in 1937 a 5-year-old boy with
severe CILF and with typical clinical features:

…the right side of the face below the eye is very much
larger than the left that includes nostril, upper and lower
lip, the cheek and the ear. The right side of the face and
mouth hang down and protrude and themidline is pushed
to the left. The right part of the tongue is much enlarged:
its mucous membrane is smooth and lacks papillae.8

He also described ipsilateral enlargement of soft palate
and alveolar process with early eruption of the teeth. Rowe9

described that the hypertrophy of the tongue begins abruptly
in the midline.

In this issue, Figà Talamanca et al report the rare case of a
male infant with severe (massive) CILF associated with total
HME, also severe, in whommany of these clinical features are
present. However, no skin or systemic involvement was
observed.10

The prevalence of CILF is rare but underestimated due, in
part, tomultiple other terminologies that have been applied
to define this entity. Rushton,8 described his patient with
severe, isolated CILF as “partial gigantism of the face and
teeth.” Rowe,9 a dental surgeon reported four cases of CILF
under “hemifacial hypertrophy,” including a 69-year-old
man, edentulous since 30 years previously. In 1970, Furnas
et al described in detail the clinical manifestations of CILF in
two children and found the lipomatous nature of this
lesion.11Nevertheless, they continued using the nonspecific
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term congenital hypertrophy of the face. However, they
addressed the important association with neurocutaneous
syndromes. Boltshauser and Navratil12 reported an infant
who had a facial sebaceous nevus associated with ipsilateral
HME and CILF. They described the involvement of cranial
bony structures and soft tissues of the face and called this
presentation “hemimacrocephaly.” Dean et al13 reported
three neonates with severe CILF and HME under the desig-
nation of “cranial hemihypertrophy.” Of which, two neo-
nates had epidermal nevus syndromes. Pavone et al14

reviewed 17 patients (4 personal observations) with HME
and epidermal nevus syndrome; 9 had CILF. They provided a
comprehensive review of the epidermal nevus syndrome
and the neurological features and introduced the term
“neurologic variant….” Unfortunately, this term is inade-
quate because of its nonspecificity. The lipomatous nature
of the “facial hemihypertrophy” was not specified despite
confirmation in one case. Di Rocco et al15 reported an infant
with severe CILF associatedwith epidermal nevus syndrome
and HME. They described the hemifacial mass as “gigantism
of the face.”A case of massive CILF and HMEwas designated
as “facial hemihypertrophy.”16 Many reports of “hemifacial
hypertrophy” of “hemifacial hyperplasia” correspond to
CILF. Chen et al in 2002 found 14 cases (including 1 personal
observation) of isolated and associated CILF.17 The largest
series of CILF included 13 patients: 9 had capillary stain on
the cheek, the presence of HMEwas not mentioned, and RET
and PTEN mutations were investigated in 6 children with
negative results.18 Two interesting cases reported as Prote-
us syndrome associated with HME are not confirmed as
Proteus; however, the evidence of CILF in both patients was
not addressed.19 In a recent report of two neonates with
CLOVES syndrome (congenital lipomatous overgrowth, vas-
cular malformations, epidermal nevi, and scoliosis), both
with HME and CILF, only in one neonate was HME recog-
nized,20 and CILF was not diagnosed in either. In an other
case, fetal magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) showed both
anomalies amongst many others.21 In a careful review of
HME, epilepsy, and surgical treatment, a patient with HME
and ipsilateral epidermal nevus showed evident CILF that
was not recognized.22

In a few reports of hemifacial epidermal nevus and ipsi-
lateral HME, CILF (not severe) was recognized, but errone-
ously diagnosed as lipoma. I described one of those cases
(review by Flores-Sarnat,23 Fig. 2) and made the observation
about the typical presentation with the association of those
three conditions.

The first report of a patient with that typical triad was
made in 1955 in Heide—a German girl with a left epidermal
nevus in the face and neck and a congenital ipsilateral
enlargement of the cheek. The cheek mass persisted after
surgery. It was reported as a benign “lipom” Thickening of the
left lower lip deviated downward, and enlargement of half of
the tongue was noted. She also had epilepsy and intellectual
disability. HME was confirmed by autopsy.24 Unfortunately,
Heide was a victim of “active euthanasia” due to her neuro-
logical disabilities. The named term “Heide syndrome” for
this distinct presentation that often goes unrecognized is

thereby justified.25 Even in recent years, the problem inmany
reports of failure to recognize one or two cardinal anomalies
of this triad persists. The acknowledgment of Heide syn-
dromewill enable amore definitive and inclusive diagnosis of
these patients.

Figà Talamanca et al10 correctly emphasize to investigate
HME by neuroimaging in cases of CILF even in the absence of
neurological features and provide a detailed description of
the multiple and severe anomalies demonstrated by neuro-
imaging. The use of computed tomography (CT) and MRI
facilitate the planning of surgery, and in this patient, it
enabled the visualization of anomalies not reported previ-
ously. MRI is the preferred method to define the extent of the
lipomatous infiltration inmuscles (severe in this patient, who
also showed severe infiltration of the orbit), which is rarely
reported.

Children with severe CILF who undergo surgery pose
complex anesthetic management due to unique complica-
tions that require expertise and anticipation.26,27 Children
with moderate28 and severe CILF26,29 may present upper
airway obstruction, secondary to severe or massive hyper-
trophy of the ipsilateral palatine tonsil.28,29 An infant with
massive CILF had unremarkable postoperative course after
partial excision of his lesion, but the infant had early re-
growth and died 6 months later from cardiopulmonary
complications.30

Many reports of CILF from the past 25 years do not discuss
aspects of embryology and state that the cause of this condi-
tion is unknown. By contrast, Figà Talamanca et al10 have
addressed the concept of the role of the neural crest.31 The
genetic basis of CILF, a sporadic disorder, remains unknown.
However, it is known that adipose tissue is a neural crest
derivative, and this explains the pathogenesis of CILF. The fact
that CILF frequently is associated with contiguous bone
involvement, often hyperplasia, is further a clear evidence
of a neural crest origin because membranous bone derives
from neural crest precursors. Most of the craniofacial bones,
such as the orbits and cranial vault, including the rostral two-
thirds of the parietal bone, are membranous and of mesence-
phalic neural crest origin. The occipital and posterior third of
the parietal bone is from paraxial mesoderm, derived from
endochondral bone as with the cranial base. In this case, rare
findings by CT and MRI are reported: The enlarged left
sphenoid wing and foramen rotundum in of the cranial
base are not explained by defective neural crest; whereas,
the hyperplasia of left orbital, mandibular and zygomatic
bones, connective tissue of the tongue, cartilage of the ear,
intracranial blood vessels, and the enlarged ophthalmic and
maxillary branches of the trigeminal nerve as well as the
trigeminal ganglion and fossa are all explained by neural crest
defects.32

To summarize, the patient reported by Figà Talamanca
et al10 clearly illustrate that congenital infiltrating lipoma-
tosis can be considered a neurocristopathy. As Bolande
stated 20 years after introducing this term, “Neurocristop-
athy as a pathogenetic concept should continue to be useful
as a structural framework for future investigations.”33 The
relation with neurocutaneous syndromes is not surprising,
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both being neurocristopathies. The association with
HME might be explained in the future by common genetic
pathways. The recent discoveries that the AKT family of
genes is the genetic basis of HME (AKT3)34 and Proteus
syndrome (AKT1)35 and that de novo somatic mutations of
the PI3K-AKT3-mTOR pathway cause HME,36 pose the ques-
tion whether these mutations also may play a role in the
pathogenesis of CILF. A genetic approach studying skin
biopsies with keratinocytic nevi was successful in demon-
strating mutations in FGFR3 and PIK3CA. This example can
be extended for the direct study of hyperplastic adipose
tissue.

Special caution should be observed in cases of CILFwithout
apparent skin lesions because epidermal nevi or vascular
lesions may not be present at birth but appear later. The
investigation and management of these children is best
accomplished by a multidisciplinary team that includes a
dental/maxillofacial surgeon, neurologist, neuroradiologist,
neurosurgeon, pathologist, dermatologist, geneticist, and
otolaryngologist.
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